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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."

The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
Mat 25:34 Then shall the King say unto them on his right hand, Come, ye blessed
of my Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of the
world:
Mat 25:35 For I was an hungred, and ye gave me meat: I was thirsty, and ye gave
me drink: I was a stranger, and ye took me in:
Mat 25:36 Naked, and ye clothed me: I was sick, and ye visited me: I was in
prison, and ye came unto me.
Mat 25:37 Then shall the righteous answer him, saying, Lord, when saw we thee
an hungred, and fed thee? or thirsty, and gave thee drink?
Mat 25:38 When saw we thee a stranger, and took thee in? or naked, and clothed
thee?
Mat 25:39 Or when saw we thee sick, or in prison, and came unto thee?
Mat 25:40 And the King shall answer and say unto them, Verily I say unto you,
Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least of these my brethren, ye have
done it unto me.
False Flag Chemical Attack Staged! Trump Pushes
Fake News About Syria! Who’s Triggering World War
3? False Flag Chemical Attack In Douma Staged So
Neocons Can Justify Invasion Of Syria
Sunday, April 8, 2018
<< The obvious propaganda caption of this Twittered
photo read: “Horrific images out of besieged Douma
tonight of a suspected Chlorine attack by the Assad
regime. Medical services on the ground say 35 confirmed
dead, treating more than 700 for exposure.”
The Millennium Report
SOTN recently posted a wide-ranging and penetrating
exposé on the unfolding events in Syria under the
title: The Neocon Zionist Plan for an Apocalyptic War
in the Mideast
That article predicted a series of false flag attacks to
be staged this April and beyond in the Northern
Levant. The explicit purpose of these war crimes is to

fabricate a pretext for NATO, especially the US, Israeli and French militaries, to
invade Syria. However, Russia will clearly not tolerate such an unlawful and
unprovoked war of aggression. Moscow calls ‘chemical attack’ in Douma ‘fake
news,’ warns against Syrian intervention
We live in an age when it is virtually impossible to confirm whether these
incessant terrorist attacks are real or hoaxes. The Powers That Be have
repeatedly demonstrated their capability and willingness to implement totally fake
terror events. They have also shown their utter inhumanity in the execution of
deadly and destructive terrorist operations.
The recent chemical attack in Douma, Syria could be either of these. However, that’s
not the point here. The critical issue is that these chemical attacks are being
used by the Western powers to justify their illegal invasions of Syria. Even
President Trump appears to be fully on board with this conspiratorial plot. Why is
Trump aggressively pushing the Neocon agenda in Syria?
---------------------------Trump threatens "Animal Assad," Putin over alleged chemical attack in Syria
WASHINGTON -- President Trump responded Sunday to reports of a suspected
chemical attack in the Syrian city of Douma, blaming Syrian President Bashar Assad
and his international allies for the apparent attack that allegedly left dozens dead
and hundreds injured. In some of his most critical comments directed at Russian
President Vladimir Putin to date, Mr. Trump threatened that there's a "big price ...
to pay" for those backing the Assad regime.
Many dead, including women and children, in mindless CHEMICAL attack in Syria. Area
of atrocity is in lockdown and encircled by Syrian Army, making it completely
inaccessible to outside world. President Putin, Russia and Iran are responsible for
backing Animal Assad. Big price...to pay. Open area immediately for medical help and
verification. Another humanitarian disaster for no reason whatsoever. SICK!
— Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump) April 8, 2018
-------------------------------The Zio-Anglo-American Axis is quite determined to start WWIII & ever since
Trump was elected, the same Zionist Neocons under W. Bush have been
increasingly appointed to various positions in the West Wing. John Bolton is
only the most recent and notorious of these hardcore warmongers. “Bolton
appointment proves that Trump is being blackmailed! — Q²
See Scott Johnson’s Teachings:
https://www.contendingfortruth.com/?s=syria
&
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-----------------------------This continual stacking of the Trump administration with Russophobes is by purposeful
design. It’s also no accident of presidential fate that the Trump has allowed himself to
be used to promote war. In fact, this particular date with Armageddon has been
planned for centuries by the NWO globalist cabal.
The United States, United Kingdom and Israel have proven to the world
community of nations that they will execute any false flag attack anywhere,
anytime to advance the New World Order agenda. Hence, the whole world has
been witness to one false flag chemical attack after another.
Their leadership knows that photos of ‘apparently’ poisoned children — piled on top of
each other — is guaranteed to trigger a knee-jerk reaction by the false accusers against
the innocent accused. The British have established a whole network of fraudulent
witnesses on the ground and throughout the UK who routinely provide false testimony
about these staged chemical attacks. The Syrian Observatory for Human Rights is
one of those fake organizations; so are the utterly bogus White Helmets.
Given the Operation Gladio infrastructure that has been painstakingly put into place
over years by NATO throughout the Levant, it’s very easy to conduct these false flag
attacks without being caught in the act. Of course, they are never perpetrated without
detection since the CIA, MI6 and MOSSAD have their fingerprints all over these
purposefully shocking assaults.
Why does President Trump always go along with these false accusations?
This crucial question must be answered and dealt with sooner than later. The link
that follows discloses information that ought to concern every patriot who voted
for Trump to stop the wars: Trump’s Syria “Withdrawal” Was Textbook US
Deception
The following SOTN article has been reposted in its entirety for those who want to read
the real back story. It contains the prediction about the Douma false flag chemical
attack in RED: The Millennium Report
“This year’s extraordinary March
Madness was engineered by
NATO’s Operation Gladio to trigger yet
another unprovoked war of aggression in
the Middle East. 2018 has already seen a
cascade of fabricated and provocative
events that point to the New World
Order globalists. The same perps are
planning more false flag terrorist attacks
for this April and beyond. These
strategic acts of state-sponsored
terrorism are being carried out by the
leadership of the Zio-Anglo-American
Axis in order to initiate the hot phase of
World War 3. There is both a script and a
schedule being strictly followed by this criminal cabal of Neocon Zionists. Each
terror operation is always followed by a highly organized cover-up coordinated by

the US, UK and Israeli intelligence communities, participating NATO militaries,
Western mainstream media, major social network utilities, federal and local law
enforcement agencies, as well as transnational corporations such as SERCO.
These same co-conspirators also conduct stunningly sophisticated psyops
before, during and after these black ops known variously as Operations Gladio A,
B and C depending on their purpose and location.
— Intelligence Analyst and Former Military Officer
Urgent!! - DHS Initiating Media Censorship - Including Journalist, Editors &
Bloggers--Homeland Security Initiating Communist Protocol On Media
Immediately!
References:
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Play: https://youtu.be/EF3irqT-zuQ
California Bill Creates "Fact-Checkers" To Filter Your Online Content
Newly proposed California Senate Bill 1424 will create "fact-checkers to verify
news stories" and aims to "mitigate the spread of false information through news
stories."
Play 3:07: https://youtu.be/_7IVmKEqFCg
++ BREAKING! TRUMP MAY STRIKE SYRIA WITHIN 24 HOURS!
Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F5Ac4XnXgNA
All Evidence Points Towards False Flag In Syria
Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NDf9wTbNuMs
YouTube Announces Plans To Kill The 1st And 2nd Amendments
Play to 21:20: https://youtu.be/ud-3Pt1hJCU?t=1m1s
PJW: The Truth About the Chemical Weapons Attack in Syria
This is total lunacy
Play: https://youtu.be/aNVkEi9LKfI
Kucinich: No evidence Assad was behind chemical attacks
Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cq1DKoln8WQ
++ Current Gun Grab and Anti Second Amendment News
South Carolina Legislators Introduce Bill For Secession If Feds Begin Seizing
Legal Firearms…(Is The South Going To “Rise Again!!??)
Republican lawmakers in South Carolina have introduced a bill that opens up
secession talks, should the federal government confiscate legally purchased

guns. The bill, referred to the state House Judiciary Committee on Tuesday,
states that “the general assembly shall convene to consider whether to secede
from the United States based upon the federal government’s unconstitutional
violation of the Second Amendment to the United States Constitution if the
federal government confiscates legally purchased firearms in this state.”
The bill comes after national talks on extreme gun control measures have
reached a fever pitch with some anti-gun activists calling to repeal the Second
Amendment altogether.
How Gun Control Laws for “Mentally Ill” Could Disarm Those Who Question
Authority
The UK Disarmed Its Citizens, Murders Now Skyrocketing as Police Fail to Protect
Defenseless Populace
The **** is hitting the Fan, America! Despite the fact that Donald Trump, who
happened to support the assault weapons ban under Clinton by the way, recently
tweeting that a repeal of the Second Amendment would never happen, anti-gun
laws are being passed at the local level without a peep from the President. The
truth is that they don’t need to repeal the Second Amendment at all, they simply
have to gain enough public support by creating a hatred of firearms and their
owners to pass laws that pull the teeth from the Second Amendment. This is
exactly what they are trying to do.
American Town Moves To Confiscate ‘Assault Weapons,’ Fine Violators Up To
$1,000 Per Day Piecemeal gun control being rolled out across
A village in Illinois has declared a ban on “assault weapons,” and has given gun
owners 60 days to turn them all in.
After June 13, residents of the Village of Deerfield have 60 days to sell, render
inoperable or turn their “assault weapons” over to local police.
“Any person who is found to have violated this Article shall be fined not less than
$250 and not more than $1,000 for each offense,” reads the ordinance penalty,
“and a separate offense shall be deemed committed on each day during or on
which a violation occurs or continues.”
The village defines an “assault weapon” broadly, including rifles with fixed
magazines that are capable of accepting magazines holding more than ten
rounds, certain pistols with detachable magazines, and certain shotguns.
The town has additionally banned so-called high capacity magazines.
“Large capacity magazine means any ammunition feeding device with the
capacity to accept more than ten rounds,” the ordinance states.
“The Chief of Police or his or her designee shall have the power to confiscate any
assault weapon of any person charged with a violation under this Article,” reads
Section 15-91.
Rep. Debbie Dingell To Introduce National Gun Confiscation Legislation
5 Reasons We Know They Are Coming For Our Guns
Mirriam-Webster Dictionary changes definition of ‘assault rifle’ too include
sporting rifles

Patriot Smashes Gun Grabbers in Greensboro NC
FBI Statistics Reveal Gun Sales Exploding
Florida Students Stage Walkout In Support of Second Amendment
David Hogg Reddit Post Celebrates Mosquitoes Killing “Billions” of Humans
DNC Vice Chair Calls For Repeal of Second Amendment But you're crazy if you
think anybody is coming for your guns, says CNN
Seattle Police Confiscated 27 Firearms Since July Under ‘Extreme Risk Protection
Order’
RED ALERT: We are all being set up… The gun grab is INTENDED to start a civil
war, followed by UN occupation of America - You are watching one of the darkest
chapters of history unfold by the hour, complete with a Nazi-style fascist “Hitler
Youth” uprising, totalitarian censorship by the techno-overlords and an irrational,
anger-fueled nationwide call for government to confiscate all the guns from
American gun owners, even if they have to kill those gun owners first, as a North
Carolina Democrat suggested just days ago. The anti-gun rhetoric and hysteria
has reached a whole new level of irrational hysteria, but it’s no accident. This is
all happening by design. The real goal, it turns out, is to initiate a bloody civil war
as a reaction to the gun grab, setting the stage for Democrats’ demands to
occupy America with United Nations troops and overthrow the Trump
administration by military force. Gun confiscation efforts are being aggressively
attempted in Oregon, Florida, California, Connecticut and elsewhere The “spark”
for the raging inferno of nationwide civil war will be the successful passage and
attempted enforcement of a state-level gun confiscation initiative, much like the
one now being placed on the ballot in Oregon.
Trump, DOJ Propose Plan To Ban All Bump Stocks
‘Today’ Spins Gun Control Rally as ‘Protest Voice’ to ‘Teach Grown-Ups a
Lesson’
Oregon initiative 42 would outlaw assault weapons, unless guns are registered
with police--would only allow owners to keep their assault weapons and large
capacity magazines if they register them with Oregon State Police.
YOUTUBE Bans How-To Firearm Videos...
Citigroup Imposes Restrictions on Client Gun Sales
Maryland School Shooter Killed By Deputy In 60 Sec. Vs. Florida Stand-down!
Hero in Maryland school shooting none other than good guy with gun
Principal Removes Student Carrying Sign Saying ‘Guns Don’t Kill People, People
Kill People’
“Hitler Youth” student gun control march invades Washington, follows in the
footsteps of Nazis who disarmed the Jews before the Holocaust
High school sophomore video goes viral: Watch him intelligently explain why
anti-gun students are ignorant, historically illiterate and dangerous to our
freedoms
Generators, Refrigerator Units and Barbed Wire Being Sent to So Texas
Play: https://youtu.be/erP5mee4uss?t=59s
Soldiers Report Exported Wave of Guests Out of Vancouver

Play: https://youtu.be/g_WEEK-PHa0?t=15s
++ Will Civil War Break Out In California?
Middle and upper middle class people are fleeing California in droves. They are
weary of high taxes and liberal policies befitting a communist country. What is
California turning into? This interview with Paul Preston talks about the absolute
state of rebellion that the Democrats have brought to the state of California. Will
Trump be forced to declare martial law in order to restore order? The Plot to
Internally Overthrow the Republic Stems from CALEXIT
According to Paul Preston as well as my
own research, we have collectively
discovered reports that were circulating
that numerous state legislators from
California, including then “California
Senate pro tem Kevin de Leon), State
representatives from Florida, Texas, New
Mexico, Arizona, Nevada, Utah and
Colorado have been meeting with
members of La Raza, the Mexican
government (consulate), Mexican Mafia
(“La EME”), California’s violent Mexican
gangs (Nortenos /Sureños/ Sur 13), La
Familia and religious leaders (Catholic /
Jesuits) to come up with a plan to
separate from the United States as well
as the above mentioned states”.
Governor Brown, his aides, and the Bank
of China have been in attendance in several of these meetings designed to sever
California from the US. Further, The Common Sense Show also reported that
George Soros is bankrolling some of the costs associated with this movement. In
addition to Soros, the United Nations and the Chinese government have had
representatives at the CALEXIT meetings as well as the Mexican Consulate.
Further, the Russians are involved in this plot as well.
The bulk of American retail and agriculture comes from California. If the state
were to ever exit the country, the economic impact would prove catastrophic and
managing the nation in this much crisis would prove impossible. This would
force the emergence of collectives (a state or combination of states arising to
protect local and regional interests).
Paul Preston’s embedded sources have been clear about the intentions of the
CALEXIT movement. If they cannot exit the country through a contrived and
unconstitutional process, they will create such division and violence that the
United Nations will complete the process through the importation of UN
Peacekeeper troops on American soil to complete the breakup. Under CALEXIT,
California would become a protectorate under the control of the United Nations.
CALEXIT organizers have been quite clear, if they cannot exit the US, they will
cause so much trouble that the UN will enter the country to restore order under

the Kigali Principles (see below). This is exactly why we are seeing border unrest
and President Trump’s reaction to this would-be-crisis by placing the US military
on the border. Let me be crystal clear, President Trump did not threaten to end
NAFTA and DACA over the mere presence of 1,500 immigrants which were
previously coming our way. This invasion is designed to turn violent by the
forces which are following this “Caravan to madness”.
This CALEXIT (eg George Soros) movement is dead as evidenced by the
emergence and popularity of the New California movement which is legal and
supported by the vast majority of California residents as evidenced by the 38
counties out of the 58 who have joined the movement. Therefore, Soros and his
cronies must resort to violence to achieve the goal of breaking up California and
ultimately the United States. And this contrived violence will give the UN the preemptive excuse to enter the US to protect the citizens from violence.
Play to 36:18: https://youtu.be/miNVQxgmH1Y?t=1m34s

